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1. The concept of ‘ ‘juxtafunction” [l-3] is a direct generalization of 
Fekete’s “nearest polynormal” [4], later termed by Walsh and Motzkin [5] 
“juxtapolynomial”: 
DEFINITION 1. Let S be a set in the complex plane1 and let 17 be a set of 
complex functions defined on S such that whenever fi E II, fi E Ii’ and ci , cg 
are complex numbers, then c1 fi + c2 fi E 17. Let f be a complex function 
defined on S. A juxtafunction to f on S with respect to Ii’ is an element p of 
n having the property: there does not exist a Q E I7 satisfying 
(a) g(z) f f (z) for at least one z E S, 
(b) ‘.f(4 ~ d4 < if (4 - P( x j w ) h enever z E S and p(z) + f (z), 
(c) g(z) = f (z) whenever z E S and p(z) = f (2). 
EXAMPLES (see [I]) 
A. Let S be a closed, bounded, nonempty set in the complex plane. Let 
f, PI 1 P, ,‘.., p9, , p be complex functions with domain S which are continuous 
on S, and assume, furthermore, that p(z) > 0 throughout 5’. It is known 
that there exist complex numbers /\F , hz ,..., hz such that for every complex 
4 , A, ,a*., bl , 
Consider the linear space 17 of all linear combinations (with complex coeffi- 
cients) of p, , p, ,..., p, . Then p = Cr=i /\: p, is a juxtafunction to f on S 
with respect to Iri 
B. Letf,p, , P, ,..., p, be real functions with domain S = [O,l], continuous 
there, and suppose that the sequence (py(z))E1 is orthonormal on [O,l]. Let 
1 We deal throughout this paper with the open plane of complex numbers. 
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n be again the set of all linear combinations (with complex coefficients) of 
p, , P2 ,.-, P, . Let 
A,? = 1f(4~,M dx s (v = 1) 2 ,..., n). 0 
Then p = x,‘=i X:pp; is a juxtafunction to f on S with respect to IYl. 
Example A has a converse. Let S be a closed, bounded, nonempty set in 
the complex plane and let 17 be a set of complex functions defined and con- 
tinuous on S such that if fi E 17, fi E 17 and c, , cs are complex numbers, 
then cr fi + es fi E l7. Let f be a complex function, defined and continuous on 
S, and letp be a juxtafunction to f on S with respect to nsuch thatp(z) f f (z) 
throughout S. Then2 there exists a function CL, positive and continuous on S 
such that for every q E l7, 
Indeed, let q be an arbitrary element of n. We must have q(z) f f (z) for at 
least one x E S, for otherwise q * = $(p + q)(En) would be f f for all z E S, 
and throughout S we would have 1 f(z) - q*(z)] < 1 f(z) -p(x)/ , contra- 
dicting that p is a juxtafunction to f on S with respect to 17. If we had through- 
out 8 If@) -q(4/ < If@) -p(4 7 h t en, again, p were not a juxta- 
function to f on S with respect to 17. Hence 
2. An important concept in approximation theory is that of a unisolvent 
sequence. (Other terms used in this connection are “Tchebycheff system,” 
“Haar system,” and “interpolational system.“) 
DEFINITION 2. Let S be a set in the complex plane, and (p,(z))~=r a finite 
sequence of complex functions defined on S. The sequence is called uni- 
solvent on S if and only if for every complex cr , c2 ,..., c, (not all zero) the 
set of all z E S for which CR1 cVpy(z) = 0, contains less than n points. 
For example, for n = I, 2 ,..., and for every set S in the complex plane, 
(z~-l)~=l is unisolvent on S. 
Letf, Pl , P, ,..., p, be complex functions defined on a set S in the complex 
plane, and suppose that (p,(z))~==, is unisolvent on S. For every or, , 0~s ,..., (Yk 
belonging to S, let Vk(al , cy2 ,..., 01~) denote the determinant of the K x K 
matrix whosejth (J’ = 1, 2,..., k) row is 
2 Cf. [6], Section 10, and [7], Section 1. 
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If z, , za ,*.., zlc are distinct points of S, then V,(z, , za ,..., zk) f 0, and 
furthermore, for every z E {zr , za ,..., xlz} we have 
so that f(z) is, throughout {zr , za ,..., z,), a linear combination of 
PlW7 P&+-*~ P&4* 
3. Let S be a closed, bounded, nonempty set in the complex plane, let f, 
Pl 9 P, 3--., p, be real functions, defined and continuous on S, and suppose 
that for i = 1,2 ,... n, (py(z))jy=r is unisolvent on S. Let 17 be the set of all 
complex functions which are, throughout S, linear combinations (with 
complex coefficients) of p, , p, ,..., p, . Suppose that p is a juxtafunction to 
f on S with respect to l7, and that p(z) is, throughout S, real and #f(z). 
Then as shown in [I] (Theorem 3), p( z is a juxtafunction to f on an (n + l)- ) 
point subset s of S with respect to n(s) (and a fortiori with respect to n). 
Here n(s) is the set of all complex functions which are, throughout s, linear 
combinations (with complex coefficients) of p, ,p, ,...,P,~ . It is therefore of 
interest to determine explicitly all the juxtafunctions tofon such an (n + l)- 
point set s with respect to n(s). All such juxtafunctions are given by Theorem 
1 below, which generalizes a result of Fekete [4]. 
4. THEOREM 1. Let 5, , i& ,..., [n+I(n 3 1) be (distinct) complex numbers, 
letp&),..., ~44, P,+J z 1 b e complex functions defined on S =; (5, , 5, ,..., <,&, 
and suppose that (py(z))~X1 and (p,(z))::: are,-unisolvent on S. Let Il be the set 
of all complex functions defined on S which are, throughout S, linear combina- 
tions (with complex coeficients) of PI(z), p&z),..., p,(z). A necessary and su$i- 
cient condition for a function p(x) to be a juxtafunction to P,+~(z) on S with 
respect to l7, is the existence of constants A, , A, ,..., ATl.+l , all ;> 0, with 
C;:; A, = 1, such that throughout S, 
IL+1 
$+.) = pn+l(x) + c (1” v;4dt’ 9 52 J-*-P L-1 9 x, t-Y+1 )-**I 5n+1) 
l-1 9 2 ,..., L-“-l 9 5”fl,..., Snf*)(-*)n+“’ (I) 
(We use here a notation of the last paragraph of Section 2.) 
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REMARK I. The requirement that (P~(z))~~~ beunisolvent on S does not 
restrict generality. For if (P~(z))~~~ is not unisolvent on S, then P,+~(z) belongs 
to n and consequently, the restriction of p,,.r(z) to S is the unique function 
with domain S which is a juxtafunction to p,+i(z) on S with respect to IT 
(see [I], Lemma 1). 
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 
Necessity. Let p(z) be a juxtafunction to p,+r(.s) on S with respect to 17. 
Throughout S we have 
n+1 
p(z) - p,+l(x) = c {p(jJ - pn+l([v)} vn+lc:, ' f; '-2 L-1 ' z, 1"1y;:,5"Ld . 
"=l n+1 19 2 >.-. 
For v = 1,2 ,..., n + 1, set 
P(L) - Pn+&J 
fl" = (-l)"+"v& 7 52 Y...> L-l 7 L+1 P-*-9 5n+1) vn+l((l, c2,..*, C,,,) ' 
so that, throughout S, we have (1). The coefficient of p,+r(z) in the right 
member of (1) is 1 - Ccz: A, , which must be 0, since (P~(z))~~~ is unisolvent 
on S. 
Suppose not all A, are > 0. Then 
Let p = (CT:: 1 A, 1)-l, so that 0 < p < 1. Set 
A: = PI fl” I (v = 1, 2 )..., n + 1). (3) 
Let q(z) be the function with domain S satisfying there 
?a+1 
cd4 = P~+lc4 + s1 4 vC;r ': 5 ,"I: ::..:;::"; ' 
Z? Lfl 2***, t-,+1> 
"fl T'.., 5,+1)(-l)"". (4) 
Since Crzi (1: = 1, q(z) E 17. Furthermore, q(z) f p,+r(z) for at least one 
point x of S, because (py(z))~~~ is unisolvent on S. 
Let 1 <j < 71 + 1. From (4) we have 
dli) = Pn+&-i) + 4 V,(& 4 
Vn+,(t-1 9 1;2 P-*.9 L+1) 
7 2 >...> L1 . .(5) , t-j+1 ,*a., L+l)(-l)"+j 
If p(b) f p,+J&), then by (2),4 f 0; hence, by (3). I A; I < I 4 I , which 
implies, by (5) and (2) that 
I P9l+d~d - s(b>l < I P?L+,(Ci) - I%) I* 
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If ~$5~) = pTl+,(t;j), then by (2) and (3), fli = 0, and therefore, by 
C5), 4(5j) = 2%+1(L). w e h ave arrived at a contradiction to the hypothesis 
that p(z) is a juxtafunction to p,+i(z) on S with respect to 17. Therefore all 
A, are > 0. 
SuJiciency. Let a functionp(z) satisfy (1) throughout S, where the il, are 
nonnegative reals with ~~~~ fl, = 1. Again, the last equality implies that 
PC4 E II. Suppose PC ) z were not a juxtafunction to p,+i(z) on S with respect 
to 17. Let g(z) (E n) be such that (a), (b), and (c) of Definition 1 hold (withf 
taken as ~,~.i). If 1 < j < n A- 1 and flj is positive, then by (2) 
and so, 
On the other hand, if 1 <j < n + 1 and flj = 0, (6) holds with “<” 
replaced by “=“, Remembering that at least one flj is positive, we obtain 
Now, throughout S, 
Comparing the coefficients of p,+r(z) in both members, we get 
n+1 
1 = c {pn+l(&.) - q(Q) vn(5l ’ $ ‘“.;r;~‘-; ’ 5iL1 ‘“‘;.., 5n+l) in+l)(-1)“‘-“‘~ (8) 




FURTHER REMARKS TO THEOREM 1 
REMARK II. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1. Let 1 < j ,< 12 + 1, 
and let p(z) be a juxtafunction to P,+~(z) on S with respect to II such that 
p(&) $ p,+,(&). Then arg (P,+~(&) - ~(5,)) is3 independent of p. Indeed, by 
m 
arg(P,+lG) -P(b)) = arg v ([ 
~,+1(51 9 52 )*-*I t-n+,) 
?z 1 , 5 2 ,**a, c-j-1 > 5j+, ,..:, 5,+l)(-l)“+1+i~ 
This remark generalizes observations made in [4] and [8]. 
REMARK III. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and suppose that one 
of the functions pi(z), pa(z),..., pn( z is constant on S. Let p(z) be a juxta- ) 
function to P~+~(z) on S with respect to 17, such that p(z) # P,+~(z) through- 
out S. Throughout S we have 
Comparing the coefficients of P,+~(z) in both sides, we obtain 
Let 4 ,A ,..., 4+l be positive numbers satisfying CyL. /lj = 1 and (2). 
From (9) and (2) we obtain 
and hence 
where /\i = nj 1 pn+l([j) -$(&)l-” > 0 (j = 1,2,..., n + 1). Let I be the 
image of S under the mapping p,+,(z) - p(z), and let I* be the convex hull 
of I. From (10) we infer that if I does not lie on a straight line, then 0 is an 
inner point of I*. If I lies on a straight line, then I* is a line segement con- 
taining 0 (not as an endpoint). These observations again generalize results 
obtained in [4] and [8]. 
s arg denotes the principal value of the argument, 
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5. Assuming the hypotheses of Theorem 1 and that p(z) is a function, 
positive throughout S, we consider a special juxtafunction to P,l+l(z) on S 
with respect to 17, namely, one which minimizes rnaxzgs p(z)1 p, +i(.z) - q(x)’ 
among all q(z) E II (see Example A in Section I). We have the following 
generalization of4 [8], Theorem of Section 1. 
THEOREM 2. Assume the hypotheses of Theorem 1, and let p(z) be deJined 
and positive on S. Then the function p*(z) with domain S, deJined there by 
namely, by 
(12) 
j = 1, 2 ,..., n + 1, 
is the unique function p( z w ) h ose domain is S, which belongs to 17 and which 
satisjies for every q(z) E l7, 
y$: l-44 Pn+&) - PC41 G TEY &+ PrL+1(4 ~- q(z)‘. 
He-refor j = I, 2 ,..., n + 1, 
(13) 
REMARK IV. The requirement that (p&))~~ be unisolvent on S eliminates 
the trivial case where p,+i(z) is, throughout S, a linear combination of 
Pl ) Pz 9.e.7 P?l 9 in which case the unique function p(z) whose domain is S, 
which belongs to n and which satisfies (13) for every q(z) E l7, is clearly the 
restriction of p,,, to S. 
REMARK V. Observe that by (12) and (14), for j = 1,2,..., n + 1, 
and in particular, the left-hand side of (15) is positive and independent of j. 
REMARK VI. By (14), all cl; are positive and Cyz: n: = 1. Hence by (11) 
and by the “sufficient” part of Theorem 1, p*(x) is a juxtafunction to pn+i(z) 
on S with respect to 17. In particular, P* E 17. 
’ Cf. also [8J, Section 10, 
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PROOF OF THEOREM 2. It is enough to show that if q E l7, then either 
q(z) = p*(z) throughout S, or 
Let q E II, and forj = 1, 2 ,..., 71 $ 1 let Sj denote the summand in the right- 
hand side of (8), which again holds. Then 
n+1 ?I+1 
p=1= py*. (16) 
L-1 
a. Suppose that for j = 1, 2 ,..., n + 1, 1 Sj j = Aj* . 
Then 
Therefore, all 6, , viewed as vectors, have the same direction, namely the 
direction of Czz: 6, which is 1. So Sj = A:(j = 1,2 ,..., n + 1). By the 
definition of the Sj and by (12), q(&) = p*(&),j = 1,2,..., n + 1. 
b. Suppose that for some j, ( Sj 1 f /If . 




c 6, < 1 IS” I < c XI 
vll Fl V=l 
contradicting (16). Let k be such that j 6, / > AZ , Then by the definition of 
h, by (14) and by (15), 
This completes the proof. 
FURTHER REMARKS TO THEOREM 2 
REMARK VII. By Remark II, for j = 1, 2 ,..., n + 1, the number arg 
(P?%+1(55) - p*(G) is independent of the function P(Z). 
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REMARK VIII. The “necessary” part of Theorem 1 follows at once from 
Theorem 2 if one assumes that p(z) f ~,+~(.z) throughout 5’. Indeed, under 
this assumption, there exists, by the last paragraph of Section 1, a function p, 
positive on S, such that for every q E l7, (13) holds. By Theorem 2, (I) must 
hold throughout S, where A, , A, ,..., An+l are positive and CpT: A, -= I. 
Most of the contents of this paper are contained in abstracts [3, 9, IO] 
with no proofs, and in the author’s Ph. D. thesis [2]. See also [l]. 
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